
Checkpoint 5.1. 
 

Use multiple media for 
communication 

 
Adapted Text  
Adapted Text is any text that has been changed from its original print format. This includes a 
variety of strategies to make traditional text accessible to students with a variety of learning styles. 
This may include presenting the text in a different visual manner (e.g. enlarged text), auditory (e.g. 
audio book) or simplified manner (e.g. abridged version). 

 

Algebra Tiles  
Algebra tiles are manipulative objects of different colors or shapes that are used to represent 
integers and variables. They can be used to add, subtract and multiply integers (both positive and 
negative) and to show algebraic equations. Algebra tiles provide concrete models for concepts 
that students may find difficult to visualize using language only. 

 

 

Alternate Text  
Instead of modifying a grade level text, an alternate text about the same topic is provided to the 
student. Alternate texts could be an abridged version or an illustrated version (e.g. graphic novel). 
Providing a student with an alternate text allows him/her to access the same content information 
as their peers but at his/her instructional level. 

 

Break Card  
A Break Card is a card that students point to or give to someone to request a break. The card can 
vary in size and have written language, icons, and/or pictures to symbolize the concept of a break. 
Using a Break Card often prevents behavior escalation by giving students a physical means of 
communication when they cannot express themselves in conventional ways or feel too 
overwhelmed to communicate verbally. Honoring a student’s request for a break also reinforces 
emerging communication skills. When preparing Break Cards, the teacher should first decide the 
appropriate size of the card and language or graphics to include based on the student’s preferred 
modes of communication, motor skills, and visual abilities. The teacher can then provide Break 



Cards to target students and establish expectations for their use (e.g., how to request a break, 
frequency of breaks, etc.). 

 

Eye Gaze Choice Making  
Eye Gaze Choice Making is an Augmentative and Alternative Communication System (AAC) that 
allows individuals to express preferences using sustained eye gaze. Using images, students use eye 
gaze to make selections and communicate choices, often with the support of an eye-operated 
control system (e.g., alphabet board, high-tech AAC device). Eye Gaze Choice Making is designed 
for students to communicate academic responses as well as wants and needs without the use of 
verbal language, or the need to point or operate a switch on a technological device. For students 
who nod or shake their heads to communicate, using eye gaze allows them to communicate a 
wider array of messages. 

 

Illustration  
As an alternative to written or verbal language, students are given the option of producing 
image-based class work, projects or tests. Common illustration examples include drawing a 
picture, creating a book, using PowerPoint and clip art/images, illustrating a comic strip, making a 
collage and illustrating a timeline. 

 

Inquiry Activities  
Inquiry Activities are strategic experiences developed by the teacher that build knowledge based 
on sensory experiences, questioning, and research in order to inspire or further develop writing. 
Students are challenged to pursue inquiry on a deeper level and engage with information through 
investigative research inquiry or hands-on, interactive experiences (e.g., listening to music, viewing 
artwork/photos, sensory experiences like tasting, feeling, observing objects) that they write about. 
Inquiry Activities improve creative writing because students practice describing experiences 
concretely and more precisely than before, experiment with language, and observe the world 
closely to think like writers. Investigative research is deepened as teachers lead students to delve 
deeper into what they know, formulate questions leading to more questions, and learn about 
multiple methods of inquiry. Inquiry Activities engage students’ students interests, spark curiosity, 
and provide choice. Students’ engagement and writing quality improves as they draw from a 
deeper well of background knowledge and experience when writing. 

 

Multiple Representations 
 Multiple representations allow students to see the same mathematical expression or 
mathematical relationship presented in more than one form. This strategy is particularly useful for 
helping students understand the meaning of algebraic symbols but can be effectively utilized with 
most math skills and concepts. Common forms include words or verbal representations; pictures; 
graphs; tables of values; and symbolic representations, including expressions and equations. 



 

Oral Presentation  
Oral presentations provide an alternative to written language. Students may answer questions 
from a teacher or peer in an interview format, or present their thoughts independently about a 
text, problem, or concept. Teachers can provide resources such as sentence frames and word 
banks, and guidelines such as time or length requirements (e.g., "Speak for 1 minute about 
________" or "Prepare 4-6 sentences in response to _________"). Oral presentations can also 
assess students' comprehension and pronunciation of key vocabulary. 

 

Parking Lot 
 Parking Lot is a strategy where a teacher provides a space for students to anonymously write their 
ideas and ask questions about a given topic. The Parking Lot contains four sections for students to 
“park” their insights (i.e., questions, positives, changes, and “aha” moments). Students use sticky 
notes to contribute their thinking into the Parking Lot. The teacher consistently monitors student 
submissions and creates a routine forum to share student inquiries and thoughts (e.g., at the end 
of content lessons or at the end of the day). A successful Parking Lot not only gives students an 
easy way to communicate their voice to the classroom community, it also makes the internal 
dialogue of the classroom community transparent. 

 

Picture Communication System 
 A Picture Communication System is a type of Augmentative and Alternative Communication 
System (AAC) that allows individuals with communication impairments to communicate using 
pictures and/or symbols. To request tangible items, students select pictures of the desired items 
and either hand them to a communication partner or attach them to the front of a binder. 
Students learn to utilize a Picture Communication System by progressing through increasingly 
demanding communication tasks with a Speech-Language Pathologist, allowing them to become 
more proficient at communicating with the picture system. Typically used with nonverbal 
individuals, a Picture Communication System is a low-cost method to give students a way to 
communicate within a social context. Additionally, the visual and tactile nature of a Picture 
Communication System is powerful in supporting students developing early speech skills. 

 

Picture Story  
Telling Instead of producing a written paragraph or essay describing material that has been read, 
the student produces a visual story that captures the same elements that a written piece would 
require (e.g. details, evidence, sequencing of events, etc). These are useful alternatives for 
students who are more comfortable in expressing themselves in a visual and/or concrete manner. 

 

Comic strips, story boards and student-created books are types of picture story telling. 



 

Poster Summary 
 A Poster Summary is used to visually represent or summarize information learned from a text. 
Posters can be pictures, pictures with words and captions, or pictures with a sentence or short 
paragraph. 

 

Reader's Theater  
Reader’s Theater is when students read aloud from a script adapted from literature without 
requiring a set, props, or memorized lines. Students can read existing scripts or they can write 
their own to perform based on a familiar text. Instead of acting out the story as a play, during 
Reader’s Theater students aim to read the script aloud accurately, and they enable the audience to 
visualize the action by taking on different character voices. Students repeatedly practice the script, 
adding intonation, facial expressions, and some gestures to bring the text alive. As students 
collaborate to practice and perform Reader’s Theater scripts, students develop reading fluency 
skills and deepen their understanding of a text. 

 

Role Play and Dramatization  
Role play is a method in which students may assume the role of a person or character and act out 
scenarios. Role play may be applied in different contexts, from having students act out familiar 
characters from books to social situations to help improve peer interaction and foster social skills. 
Role play serves to improve peer interaction and provide opportunities for students to problem 
solve while gaining oral language skills. 

 

Sketch-To-Stretch  
Sketch-to-Stretch is a comprehension strategy where students illustrate (draw) key ideas and 
details from a text to demonstrate their understanding and analyses. The teacher stops at key 
points during a read aloud or after students have independently read a text to "sketch" their 
response to a comprehension or analysis prompt (e.g. "Draw a symbolic representation of the 
character", "Sketch the conflict as you understand it"). Students then share their drawings and 
explain how they made connections about information revealed in the text, thereby "stretching" 
their knowledge. This strategy promotes engagement while students read, fosters open 
discussions of student interpretations, and supports multiple intelligences (i.e., visual learners). 

 

 

 

Sticky Notes  
Sticky Notes is an instructional strategy where students use small slips of paper to organize ideas 
and process information. Students use these slips to record key ideas, mark points of confusion in 



a text, and note connections to previously learned content. After recording ideas, students can 
also rearrange the slips of paper to organize information and graphically display their thinking. 
Sticky Notes encourages students to interact with content and utilize metacognitive skills to reflect 
on their learning. 

 

Text-to-Speech 
 Text-to-Speech is a commonly used application on a computer that reads typed content aloud as 
it would be read naturally by a human (i.e., reading with inflection for punctuation, reading words 
exactly as they are spelled). Have the entire class listen to written content aloud together or have 
individual students use Text-to-Speech applications during independent reading activities. While 
Text-to-Speech is often used to overcome barriers with respect to reading fluency and 
comprehension, it is also a highly effective proof-reading tool. Because many students with 
barriers related to reading and writing have underlying issues with visual perceptual or 
eye-movement (i.e., ocular motor) control, taking the visual challenge out of reading supports the 
student in focusing on target skills and increases the amount of time the student will be able to 
persist on a task involving reading. 

 

Total Physical Response 
 Total Physical Response is a kinesthetic teaching method in which students listen to commands 
and respond with physical actions and movements (e.g., as simple as moving a finger in a specific 
way to more complex actions involving the whole body) in order to connect a physical association 
to a concept that is being taught. A teacher uses this strategy to allow different learning styles to 
access and retain concepts that students might not easily remember (e.g., new vocabulary, 
complex processes, learning English as a new language). Students can apply this strategy while 
seated, standing, or by moving throughout the classroom. While other comprehension strategies 
help students retain information, Total Physical Response differs in that it provides students with 
the added benefit of increasing recall while also releasing physical energy, which helps to minimize 
distractions. This strategy also helps students develop listening comprehension skills and oral 
fluency. 

 

Video Production  
Video production is a hands-on, experiential tool that students can use to share information with 
classmates, demonstrate knowledge and reinforce learning. Video production could include 
reenactment of plays and literature stories, informal or formal interviews, how-to demonstrations, 
book reviews and analysis of events. Through video production, students also learn important 
skills such as learning how to script, make and edit videos. 

 

 

 


